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ABSTRACT

We sought to develop a formula to

quantify breast cancer-related lymphedema

(BCRL) after bilateral breast surgery, which

functions independently of the contralateral

arm and accounts for fluctuations in patient

weight. Perometer arm measurements from

265 unilateral breast surgery patients were

analyzed. We assessed the relationship between

change in patient weight and contralateral

arm volume and developed a weight-adjusted

volume change formula (WAC). The WAC

formula and previously-established RVC

formula were compared for classification of

BCRL (≥ 10% volume increase) in unilateral

breast surgery patients. We then evaluated

BCRL incidence using the WAC formula in

225 bilateral mastectomy patients. Change in

patient weight and contralateral arm volume

demonstrated an approximately linear

relationship. Weight-adjusted arm volume

change (WAC) was therefore calculated as

WAC = (A2*W1) / (W2*A1) - 1 where A1 is

pre-operative and A2 is post-operative arm

volume, and W1, W2 are the patient’s corres-

ponding weights. In the unilateral analysis,

there was no significant difference in number

of patients classified as having BCRL using

the RVC and WAC formulas (p = 0.65). In

bilateral mastectomy patients 11.1% (25/225)

developed BCRL, defined as ≥10% WAC.

Independent risk factors for lymphedema

included axillary lymph node dissection

(ALND) and higher pre-operative BMI

(p<0.05). Use of this weight-adjusted arm

volume change formula should be of value 

for quantification of BCRL after bilateral

breast surgery.

Keywords: lymphedema assessment, volume

formula, quality of life, bilateral surgery,
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Breast cancer-related lymphedema

(BCRL) is a chronic condition characterized

by swelling of the upper extremity due to an

abnormal collection of protein-rich fluid in

the interstitial tissues. The condition occurs

in approximately 5-50% of all breast cancer

patients, with a risk of approximately 15-20%

after axillary lymph node dissection (ALND)

and 3.5-11% after sentinel lymph node biopsy

(SLNB) (1-7). Established risk factors for

BCRL include ALND, higher Body Mass

Index (BMI), and nodal radiation (1,5,8-13).

BCRL is considered one of the most-feared

side effects of breast cancer treatment and is

known to cause physical and psychosocial

detriments including body image changes,

alterations in arm function, and complications

such as cellulitis (14-17).
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Despite increasing research on long-term

sequalae of breast cancer treatment, a standar-

dized method for quantification of BCRL has

yet to be established (18-20). This lack of

standardization has made interpretation and

comparison of data across studies challenging,

and has hindered progress in accurate

diagnosis and treatment of the condition (21).

Criteria for BCRL are primarily based on

comparison between the at-risk and contra-

lateral arm, including differences between

arms of >2 cm by tape circumference, >200

ml or >10% by volumetry, or an impedance

ratio between arms of >3 standard deviations

from the normal range by bioimpedance

spectroscopy (BIS) (22-25). The importance

of obtaining pre-operative measurements to

account for natural asymmetry between arms

when assessing arm size changes has been

previously suggested, and the above criteria

comparing change in arm size relative to a

pre-operative baseline are increasingly used

(3,19,26-29).

In a prior report, we described a 

protocol for BCRL screening which utilizes

the perometer to obtain pre-operative and

longitudinal arm volume measurements and 

a relative volume change (RVC) equation to

quantify BCRL (28). The RVC equation

calculates arm volume change in the at-risk

arm compared to a pre-operative measure-

ment, and incorporates contralateral arm

volume to control for changes in arm size

unrelated to BCRL. Recent reports have

utilized similar formulas to quantify BCRL

(19,26,27,30,31). Inclusion of the contralateral

arm to calculate BCRL is important since

patients may gain weight or retain body fluid,

which can result in increases in size of the 

at-risk arm unrelated to BCRL.

We have also demonstrated that use of

relative changes in arm size rather than

absolute changes is a more accurate method

of assessment for BCRL. In a previous

analysis, we found that the magnitude of

absolute changes in arm size such as 200 ml

or 2 cm correlates with body size, such that

larger patients are more likely to receive a

false positive diagnosis for BCRL. In contrast,

when relative change (i.e., the RVC equation)

is utilized, the magnitude of random

variation is not dependent on patient body

size (32). Therefore, accurate assessment for

BCRL must consist of relative change in arm

size compared to a pre-operative measure-

ment, and also take into account factors

unrelated to BCRL which would cause

changes in arm size such as fluctuations in

patient weight.

Quantification of BCRL in patients who

undergo bilateral breast surgery is particu-

larly challenging, since these patients lack a

contralateral control arm for comparative

purposes. For this reason, the RVC equation

cannot be utilized in patients after bilateral

breast surgery who may be bilaterally at-risk

for BCRL including those with bilateral

breast cancer or those who develop subsequent

contralateral breast cancer. In addition,

women increasingly choose contralateral

prophylactic mastectomy (33), and assess-

ment for BCRL on the at-risk side must

therefore occur independently of the contra-

lateral arm. This is due to the possibility of

post-surgical changes in the contralateral

arm, rendering it unsuitable for use as a

control. As emerging evidence suggests the

importance of early detection for optimal

management of BCRL, it is critical that there

exists a method to quantify arm size changes

for early and accurate detection of BCRL in

all breast cancer patients (26,29,34-37). 

In this study, we sought to develop a

formula for use in the setting of bilateral

breast surgery which quantifies volume

change in each arm individually and accounts

for fluctuations in patient weight without 

use of contralateral arm volume. We then

applied this formula in unilateral breast

surgery patients and compared the incidence

of BCRL using the WAC formula with the

incidence using the previously-established

RVC formula. Finally, the WAC formula was

utilized in patients who underwent bilateral

mastectomy to assess the incidence and risk

factors for BCRL in this patient population.
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METHODS

Patient Population/ Study Design

Perometer arm volume measurements

were prospectively obtained in 265 unilateral

breast surgery patients and 225 bilateral

mastectomy patients who underwent surgery

at our institution between 9/2005-8/2012; the

study was approved by the Institutional

Review Board. The protocol for lymphedema

screening at our institution has been previ-

ously published (28). Patient demographics,

surgical, radiation, medical oncology

treatments, and pathology were collected by

medical record review.

To derive the WAC formula, the

relationship between change in contralateral

arm volume and change in corresponding

patient weight was determined using

measurements from 265 unilateral breast

surgery patients. All patients included in 

this analysis had a pre-operative perometer

measurement, a minimum of three post-

operative measurements, and a weight

recorded within 10 days of each measurement.

The relationship between change in contra-

lateral arm volume and patient weight was

evaluated using mixed linear repeated

measures models, which account for the

correlation among multiple arm volume and

weight measurements made on the same

patient. A quadratic term for weight was

included to determine whether the

relationship was non-linear. 

We then applied the WAC formula and

the established RVC formula to measure-

ments from the 265 unilateral breast surgery

patients to calculate volume change in the 

at-risk arm for each post-operative measure-

ment. A McNemar’s test was used to compare

the incidence of BCRL according to the RVC

and WAC formulas, which we defined as an

arm volume increase of ≥10% compared to

pre-operative baseline. In addition, the

highest at-risk arm volume change for each

patient was categorized into a three-level

classification (<5%, ≥5-<10% and ≥10%) for

RVC and WAC. A weighted Kappa statistic

was calculated to determine agreement

among the RVC and WAC formulas. 

Finally, the WAC formula was utilized 

to quantify volume change in 225 patients

who underwent bilateral mastectomy. We

determined the incidence and risk factors for

BCRL, which we defined as an arm volume

increase of ≥10% according to the WAC

formula. Measurements recorded within the

first 3 months after surgery were not utilized

for BCRL assessment, as patients may

experience transient increases in measured

arm volume during this period related to

post-surgical changes (18). Cox proportional

hazard models were used to identify risk

factors for lymphedema.

RESULTS

Relationship between Arm Volume and

Patient Weight 

For the 265 patients who underwent

unilateral breast surgery, median post-

operative follow-up was 39.2 months (range

12.6 - 68.6) and time between measurements

was 6.05 months (range 0.46 - 50.2). Median

pre-operative contralateral arm volume was

2085 ml (range 1247 - 4796), and pre-

operative difference between arms was 6 ml

(range 0 - 351). The median within-patient

change in contralateral arm volume between

measurements was 57.5 ml (range 0 - 1068),

and within-patient change in weight was 1.4

kg (range 0 - 31.3). The relationship between

mean change in contralateral arm volume

and corresponding patient weight between

measurements was linear, slope = 0.988,

intercept = 0.003 (Fig. 1).

Weight Adjusted Change Formula, and

Comparison with RVC

The slope of the regression line is

approximately one, and therefore weight-

adjusted arm volume change (WAC) can be

calculated according to the formula, 
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WAC = (A2*W1) / (W2*A1) - 1 where A1 is

pre-operative and A2 is post-operative at-risk

arm volume, and W1, W2 are the patient’s

weight corresponding to these time points. 

For the 265 unilateral breast surgery

patients, there was no significant difference

in number of patients classified as having

BCRL (defined as ≥ 10%) using the RVC and

WAC formulas, 8.3% (22/265) and 7.9%

(21/265), respectively (p = 0.65). The RVC

and WAC formulas classified patients as

<5%, ≥ 5%-<10%, and ≥ 10% similarly, with 

a weighted Kappa statistic of 0.60 (95% CI:

0.50-0.70) (Fig. 2).

Fig. 1. Relationship between change in contralateral arm volume and corresponding change in patient weight
between measurements.

Fig. 2. Percent of unilateral breast surgery cohort classified as having arm volume increases of <5%, ≥ 5-<10% and
≥ 10% using the relative volume change (RVC) and weight-adjusted volume change (WAC) formulas.
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Weight Adjusted Change in Bilateral

Mastectomy Patients

225 patients underwent bilateral

mastectomy, 37 for bilateral breast cancer

and 188 for unilateral breast cancer with

contralateral prophylactic mastectomy.

Median pre-operative BMI was 24.5 kg/m2

and median age at surgery was 48. Of the 

225 patients, 5 had bilateral ALND (2%), 58

had ALND with contralateral SLNB (26%),

26 had ALND with no contralateral axillary

surgery (12%), 82 had bilateral SLNB (36%),

and 54 had SLNB with no contralateral

axillary surgery (24%). 63 (29%) patients

underwent chest wall with nodal radiation,

including 2 patients who received bilateral

nodal radiation. Radiation fields were

unknown for 5 patients. 145 patients (64%)

received neoadjuvant and/or adjuvant

chemotherapy (Table 1).

At a median post-operative follow-up 

of 21.6 months (range 3.1 - 75.0), 25 of 225

bilateral mastectomy patients (11.1%)

developed BCRL (≥10% WAC), which first

occurred at a median of 14.6 months post-

operative (range 4.9 - 63.6). One of these 25

patients developed bilateral lymphedema

following bilateral ALND for a diagnosis of

bilateral breast cancer. The remaining 24

patients all developed lymphedema on the

side affected with cancer; there were no cases

of lymphedema occurring on the side of

prophylactic mastectomy with or without

prophylactic SLNB.

By univariate analysis, higher pre-

operative BMI, ALND, greater number of

lymph nodes removed and number of positive

lymph nodes, nodal radiation, and

neoadjuvant chemotherapy were significantly

associated with BCRL (Table 2). By

multivariate analysis, only ALND (p<0.0001)

TABLE 1 
Clinical and Pathologic Characteristics of Bilateral Mastectomy Patients
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and higher pre-operative BMI (p=0.007)

remained significantly associated with BCRL

(Table 3).

DISCUSSION

In this series, we demonstrated a 1:1

linear relationship between change in patient

weight and contralateral arm volume in

unilateral breast surgery patients and also

proposed a weight-adjusted volume change

(WAC) formula to quantify BCRL after

bilateral breast surgery. We found that the

established RVC formula and proposed WAC

formula classified unilateral breast surgery

patients similarly for BCRL (≥10%). There-

fore, patient weight may be substituted for

contralateral arm volume when quantifying

volume change in assessment for BCRL.

Utilization of the WAC formula for patients

who underwent bilateral mastectomy resulted

in an 11.1% incidence of BCRL, with

independent risk factors including ALND

and higher pre-operative BMI. We propose

use of the WAC formula for quantification 

of BCRL in patients after bilateral breast

surgery. 

Despite increasing research on lymphe-

dema following treatment for breast cancer,

methods to accurately quantify BCRL in

patients who undergo bilateral breast surgery

remain limited. Since these women may

TABLE 2 
Univariate Analysis of Risk Factors for BCRL (Defined as ≥ 10% WAC) 

after Bilateral Mastectomy

TABLE 3 
Multivariate Analysis of Risk Factors for BCRL (Defined as ≥ 10% WAC) 

after Bilateral Mastectomy
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experience post-operative changes or be at-

risk for BCRL in both arms, assessment is

challenging due to lack of a control arm for

comparison. Evaluation of change in size of

the at-risk arm without consideration of

factors unrelated to lymphedema such as

weight gain may result in false positives for

BCRL and unnecessary treatment. Given 

the known physical and psychosocial impacts

of BCRL diagnosis and the burden of

lymphedema treatment, it is important to

avoid over-diagnosis of the condition

(15,17,38). However, it is equally important

that BCRL not be under-diagnosed, as

increasing evidence suggests that early

detection and intervention may lead to

optimal management (26,29,34-37). 

Numerous prior studies reporting on

BCRL incidence and risk factors are

restricted to patients with unilateral breast

cancer and/or surgery (13,14,31,39,40). As a

result, clinicians are limited in their ability to

accurately predict the risk of BCRL for

patients considering bilateral breast surgery,

and post-operative screening for BCRL is

limited for this growing population of breast

cancer patients and survivors. Furthermore,

many clinical trials investigating interven-

tions for BCRL exclude patients with

bilateral breast cancer or bilateral lymphe-

dema (26,41-53). Exclusion of these patients

from future clinical trials may significantly

impact progress in research on BCRL in 

this patient population.  

Definitions for BCRL utilized in previous

studies cannot be applied for patients after

bilateral breast surgery because many

formulas utilize contralateral arm volume to

control for arm size changes unrelated to

BCRL. In a previous report, we demonstrated

the accuracy of the RVC equation for

quantification of unilateral arm volume

change but this equation cannot be used in

bilateral surgery patients due to reliance on

contralateral arm volume (28,32). The

importance of controlling for changes in

patient weight – or change in contralateral

arm volume as a reflection of change in

weight – has been suggested by other authors.

Mclaughlin et al state that “measurements of

the ipsilateral and contralateral arm were

obtained at baseline and follow-up to control

for baseline asymmetry and weight change”

(31). Similarly, Stout et al defined subclinical

BCRL as an arm volume increase of >3%

compared to a preoperative measurement

“with consideration of contralateral limb

volume changes” (26). 

In 2008, Mahamaneerat et al proposed a

BCRL criterion based on 5% BMI-adjusted

limb volume change (LVC) compared to 

pre-operative baseline (30). The authors

concluded that adjusting for BMI fluctuations

when assessing change in arm size more

accurately estimates BCRL occurrence.

However, the equation was not applied in

patients who had undergone bilateral breast

surgery, and as a result, this equation has not

yet been proposed for use in these patients.

Although arm volume increases of 

≥ 10% are commonly considered indicative 

of BCRL (25), others have suggested that

volume changes in the range of 5-10% may 

be representative of subclinical or low-level

edema (19,26). In our series, almost half

(49%) of unilateral breast surgery patients

had a change in contralateral arm volume

from pre-operative baseline exceeding 5%

(data not shown). If calculation of BCRL

does not account for changes in patient

weight, it is possible that these patients would

otherwise be considered to have subclinical

BCRL in the arm on the side contralateral 

to their breast surgery. The unilateral breast

surgery patients in our cohort also

experienced weight fluctuations between

measurements of up to 31 kg, and 36% had

an increase in weight of over 5% between

consecutive measurements (data not shown).

It is therefore likely that these fluctuations in

patient weight corresponded to the observed

volume changes in the contralateral arm. 

Comparison of the RVC and WAC

formulas in patients who underwent

unilateral breast surgery demonstrated 

that, overall, the formulas similarly classify
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patients for categories of arm volume

increases (<5%, ≥ 5-<10%, and ≥ 10%).

Importantly, the incidence of patients

classified as having a ≥ 10% arm volume

increase – often considered indicative of

lymphedema – did not significantly differ

between the two formulas. Given these

findings as well as the 1:1 linear relationship

between change in contralateral arm volume

and patient weight, we propose that contra-

lateral arm volume in the RVC formula 

can be replaced by patient weight to account

for changes unrelated to BCRL. 

Application of the WAC formula in

patients who underwent bilateral mastectomy

resulted in an 11.1% incidence of BCRL at 

a median of 21.6 months post-operative. 

One of the 25 patients in this cohort with

BCRL developed bilateral lymphedema,

demonstrating the need to assess each arm

individually for BCRL. Consistent with the

literature, in our series ALND and higher

pre-operative BMI were independent risk

factors for BCRL according to the WAC

formula. Nodal radiation was significant for

BCRL by univariate but not by multivariate

regression in our study, likely due to the high

correlation of having undergone ALND and

nodal radiation. Further prospective studies

involving patients who undergo bilateral

breast surgery should utilize the WAC

formula for arm volume quantification to

confirm the risk factors associated with

BCRL in this patient population. Greater

length of follow-up in cohorts including

patients who have undergone bilateral breast

surgery should provide more useful

information regarding the long-term risk of

this condition in breast cancer survivors.

Finally, application of this formula to

bilateral lower extremities may be of interest

if a 1:1 linear relationship can be established

between change in patient weight and change

in lower extremity limb volume. Future

studies examining this relationship and

confirmation utilizing patients with lower

limb lymphedema is needed.

Our study is limited by the inclusion of

only bilateral mastectomy patients and not

those with bilateral breast conserving therapy

for application of the WAC formula. Despite

this, we hypothesize that the WAC formula

should be equally applicable for patients who

undergo bilateral lumpectomy or unilateral

mastectomy with contralateral lumpectomy.

Another limitation of this study is our

definition of BCRL based on objective arm

measurements without clinical examination

or confirmation by patient report. Of note, 

we defined BCRL as an increase of ≥ 10% in

arm volume compared to a pre-operative

baseline, whereas others have proposed that

volume changes in the range of 3-5% may be

indicative of early or subclinical lymphedema

(19,26). Further research is necessary to

establish whether these low-level volume

increases represent subclinical edema or

normal fluctuations in arm size. Despite the

limitations of this study, we feel that the

proposed equation is a valid method for

quantifying BCRL in patients after bilateral

breast surgery and for those who may be

bilaterally at-risk for the condition.

Lymphedema remains one of the most

feared side effects of breast cancer treatment,

with increasing evidence supporting the

importance of screening for early detection

and optimal management. It is therefore

imperative that a method be established

which can accurately quantify BCRL in

patients after bilateral breast surgery. In this

paper, we have proposed a weight-adjusted

volume change formula which functions

independently of the contralateral arm and

accounts for changes in arm size related 

to patient weight, which can be used to

quantify BCRL in patients after bilateral

breast surgery. 
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